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Executive Overview

Information about HPC projects is recorded and made available to all LPC members and the 
general public via our article (page) on LPedia:

https://lpedia.org/wiki/Libertarian_Party_of_California_Historical_Preservation_Committee

In addition, committee members have in the past communicated via e-mail. We have not had any
in-person or phone meetings since our last report.

This committee could use some more members.

State Convention Display

We again had a display at the recent state convention, similar to what we had last year. This 
serves three main purposes: (1) to help attendees understand what our committee is doing, (2) to 
solicit assistance with our efforts (volunteers and people who may have historical materials in 
their possession), and (3) to actually provide historical information about the LPC directly to 
delegates and other attendess.

https://lpedia.org/wiki/Libertarian_Party_of_California_Historical_Preservation_Committee
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State Convention Records

Much information was added to LPedia both leading up to and as a followup to the recent state 
convention, including summaries of convention business, copies of committee reports, details of 
the election results, and a number of photos. These can all be found, or linked from, the 
convention article at:

     https://lpedia.org/wiki/California_Convention_2021

Some Progress on State Newsletters

A number of issues of various past state newsletters were scanned as part of projects of the 
national HPC and have now been uploaded. (These were ones that we were not able to scan with 
common scanning equipment, because of their large format.) The biggest limitation of our state 
newsletter collection is that we still don't have, either scanned or available for scanning, most 
issues of the earliest state newsletter, "CaLiber". For updated statistics relating to this project, see
the "Status of Projects" section of the LPC HPC article.

 

Press Release Collection

We now have a collection of LPC press releases, currently covering the periods 1981, 1998-
2001, and 2017-present. The contents of these releases have been uploaded to LPedia, either as 
wikitext or PDFs. Research still needs to be done regarding releases prior to 1981, from 1982 to 
1997, and from 2002 to 2016..

    https://lpedia.org/wiki/Libertarian_Party_of_California_Press_Releases
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